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ELECTION AFTERMATH » Trump presidency engenders dread
but also spurs defiance in progressive-minded county and state

A liberal dilemma

Hillary Clinton

Clinton
blames
FBI for
defeat

Donors told that new
email probe, subsequent
clearing too damaging
By AMY CHOZICK
NEW YORK TIMES

Hillary Clinton on Saturday
cast blame for her surprise election loss on the announcement
by the FBI director, James Comey, days before the election that
he had revived the inquiry into
her use of a private email server.
In her most extensive remarks since she conceded the
race to Donald Trump early
Wednesday, Clinton told donors
on a 30-minute
CIVILITY
conference call
FALLOUT
that Comey’s
decision to send
Many question
whether it’s pos- a letter to Congress about the
sible to reverse
inquiry 11 days
the presidential
campaign’s dam- before Election
Day had thrust
age to political
the controversy
discourse / A13
back into the
news and prevented her from
ending the campaign with an
optimistic closing argument.
“There are lots of reasons
why an election like this is not
successful,” Clinton said, according to a donor who relayed
the remarks. But, she added,
“our analysis is that Comey’s
letter raising doubts that were
groundless, baseless, proven to
be, stopped our momentum.”
Clinton said a second letter
from Comey, clearing her once
again, two days before Election
Day, had been even more damaging. In that letter, Comey said
an examination of a new trove
of emails, which had been found
on the computer of Anthony
Weiner, the estranged husband
of one of her top aides, had not
caused him to change his earlier
conclusion that Clinton should
face no charges over her handling of classified information
as secretary of state.
Her campaign said the seem-
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AGAINST THE PRESIDENT-ELECT: Tristan Collinsworth of Santa Rosa carries a “Reject Hate” sign during a demonstration Thursday by about 250 protesters denouncing the
election of Donald Trump in Santa Rosa. Just as Trump’s election electrified his supporters, the reality of his presidency fanned emotions among the county’s liberals.

HOW
WE VOTED

By PAUL PAYNE
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

L

ynn Woolsey was hopeful going
into Tuesday’s historic election
that America was about to pick
the first woman as president.
Most polls showed Hillary Clinton
had a solid lead. In liberal bastions
of California it seemed unfathomable that voters
GOP FIRED UP would go for
■ Far outnumbered, Donald Trump —
a political novice
Republicans across
whose inflammaSonoma County
tory comments
rejoice in Trump’s
on the campaign
election / A15
trail seemed to
overshadow his appeal to a wide
segment of the electorate.
As election results started rolling
in, however, Woolsey, a liberal North
Coast congresswoman for 20 years,
realized she was wrong. Her eyes
welled with tears at the thought of
such a polarizing figure occupying
the Oval Office.
“I am just so sad for our country
that people would choose a reality

Registered voters
in left-leaning
Sonoma County
were aligned
with the state in
the percentage
of votes for the
2016 presidential
candidates.

County

70.7%

Hillary Clinton

22.8%
JOHN BURGESS / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

DISAPPOINTED DEMOCRAT: “I am just so sad for our country that people would choose
a reality TV star over someone who could actually do the job,” says ex-congresswoman and
longtime Democrat Lynn Woolsey of Petaluma.
TV star over someone who could actually do the job,” said the Petaluma
Democrat, who was first elected in
1992, the so-called Year of the Woman in politics.
Just as Trump’s election elec-

trified millions of his supporters
nationwide, the reality of a Trump
White House elicited disappointment, dread and disgust among
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Donald Trump
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Hillary Clinton
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Donald Trump
Source: California
Secretary of State
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10-digit key code for tapping into private lives
TECHNOLOGY » Unregulated and less hidden, cellphone
number unlocks trove of information on company databases
By STEVE LOHR
NEW YORK TIMES

NEW YORK TIMES

More than a series of digits, the cellphone number
is increasingly used as a link to private information
kept by all sorts of companies.
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The next time someone asks you
for your cellphone number, you may
want to think twice about giving it.
The cellphone number is more than
just a bunch of digits. It is increasingly used as a link to private information
maintained by all sorts of companies,

A3
C1
T7

including money lenders and social
networks. It can be used to monitor
and predict what you buy, look for online or even watch on television.
It has become “kind of a key into
the room of your life and information
about you,” said Edward Stroz, a former high-tech crime agent for the FBI
who is co-president of Stroz Friedberg, a private investigator.
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Yet the cellphone number is not a
legally regulated piece of information like a Social Security number,
which companies are required to keep
private. And we are told to hide and
protect our Social Security numbers
while most of us don’t hesitate when
asked to write a cellphone number on
a form or share it with someone we
barely know.
That is a growing issue for young
people, since two sets of digits may
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